
Reasons why you
should automate
your driver updates

HOW TO CONVINCE THE IT-ADMINISTRATOR

10 KEY ARGUMENTS



Save time and resources: Automatic driver updates save time and hassle by
eliminating the need for manual identification and installation of drivers on
each computer model.

Improves IT security: Automatic updates ensure that the system is constantly
running with the latest driver updates, which can protect against vulnerabilities
and threats.

Increases system performance: With the latest driver updates, the system can
run more efficiently, improving the user experience.

Reduces the risk of hardware failures: Outdated drivers can cause hardware
failures that cost the organization time and money. Automatic updates can
reduce this risk.

Reduces the risk of system crashes: Outdated drivers can lead to system
crashes and downtime, which can be very expensive for the organization.

Cost-effective: Automatic driver updating can help avoid costs associated with
manual updates, system crashes, and hardware failures. Overall, it can be a
cost-effective solution.

Simplifies IT administration: Automatic driver updates can save IT
administrators time and work by reducing the need for manual maintenance.

Easy to implement: An automated driver update solution can be easily
integrated into existing systems and infrastructure.

Ensures compliance with different standards: An automated driver update
solution can help ensure the organization's compliance with different criteria.

Improves user experience: With updated drivers, users can experience better
performance and fewer problems with their computers.

AUTOMATION OF DRIVER UPDATES: 10 KEY ARGUMENTS

10 KEY ARGUMENTS
Stop wasting time searching for the proper drivers - over and over again. Let
CapaOne Drivers take care of the task - once and for all.

Our new whitepaper reviews the key arguments for always keeping your drivers
updated, which are crucial to ensure higher IT security and good performance.

We provide you with the top 10 arguments for automatically keeping your drivers
updated!



Automatic driver updates can save IT employees time as they no longer need to spend
resources on identifying, downloading, and manually installing the latest drivers.

With an automated solution, driver updates can be installed automatically based on
predefined rules or workflows, allowing IT employees to focus on other tasks and be
more productive.

Additionally, updates can be performed outside working hours, avoiding disruptions to
users' daily tasks.

Easy, manageable - and automatic!

CapaOne Drivers supports ALL deployment tools, such as
CapaInstaller, SCCM, or Intune.

For over 25 years, CapaSystems' solutions have ensured and optimized IT for Danish and
international companies. As a Danish company, we have strong expertise and a deep understanding
of the industry. Therefore, there is ample opportunity to benefit from our profound insights and
industry knowledge. Simply put, we know what we're talking about.

SAVE TIME AND ENHANCE IT SECURITY
WITH CAPAONE DRIVERS

Get automatic updates for your drivers and avoid time-
consuming and risky manual updates.
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